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An update from Simply Sheepish
It has turned very chilly in recent days. I hope it warms up a bit, I’ve
already maxed out my layers; I don’t think you can go much beyond 4
jumpers (I tried but then couldn’t get my coat on). We also had a bit of a
weather-related crisis when trying to get the Christmas card photographs
done for the website and Etsy. Who knew paying attention to the long
range forecast could prove so essential?! We’ve had gales at ‘windy
Westerhope’ this past week (someone else’s phrase but so true). And
then there were three days solid of rain and grey skies. I attempted to
take photographs outside in these dreak conditions thinking ’it would all
be fine’ only to return indoors a few minutes later weather beaten (literally
and metaphorically) and very cross. I tried a couple of indoor sessions but
the light is difficult inside so I gave up. In the end, a balmy window of
opportunity on a Sunday evening proved advantageous; conditions
couldn’t have been better and I got the job done in 10 minutes.
After a few false starts and the curious incident of a snowman that mysteriously morphed into a baby penguin, our
Christmas collection is ready! I hope you like the designs. We have a ‘Star of Wonder’; the infamous ‘Baby
Penguin’; a ‘Twinkly Christmas Tree’; and we weren’t quite sure about the gender politics of a ‘Gingerbread Man’
but the design was sweet, and all of our sheep are ladies, so we went with it anyway. Plus we have a cosy set of
‘Seasonal Stockings’ which also come as a discounted 4 pack. Even more excitingly, there’s 15% off when you
order 3 or more cards in a ’3 for £10’ deal (Etsy calls it £10.07 but we’ll happily knock the 7 pence off if you happen
to order them directly from us – Etsy is great for the sales figures, but we’d also pleased to hear from you via email
or post or pigeon or owl…). Simply use the code CHRISTMAS15 at the checkout if ordering from Etsy. The
following link will take you to the Christmas range and automatically apply the discount:
https://www.etsy.com/uk/shop/SimplySheepishCrafts?coupon=CHRISTMAS15
On the subject of online sales, we’re doing ok. Might have to learn a bit about SEO (Search Engine Optimisation, I
think…) and algorithms but at this stage anything happening at all is very exciting. There was a moment last week
where a Viking Shepherdess from Iceland, with 45.4k followers on Instagram (which merits a little blue tick no less),
said Jean the Shetland was ‘beautiful’.
For now, as much as we’re very much looking forward to a time when we can hopefully get some fair dates in the
diary, there’s much enthusiasm for virtual showcasing. I’ve been watching some of the clips from the most recent
Yorkshire Yarn Fest (a monthly affair on Instagram TV, on it’s 8th broadcast in October); last weekend saw craft
related excitement at an online Yarndale; and Shetland Wool Week has also gone digital. There is much to explore
and get involved in; monitoring and hoping to infiltrate before too long!
Yours sheepishly,
Emily.
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